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Abstract 
A chessboard-like game board consisting of hexagonal cells and a board piece called a queen 
are defined. We determine bounds on the upper and lower domination and independence numbers 
and on the diagonal domination umber for queens on square hives of any order. 
1. Introduction 
Domination problems associated with the placement of various chess pieces on chess- 
boards have been studied widely, on the one hand for their intrinsic interest but on 
the other hand because they can also be formulated as domination problems in graph 
theory [1, 5]. The history of chess can be traced back through many centuries, and 
some of its origins are in the simulation of war. However, the playing boards that 
are used in war games often have regular hexagonal cells instead of the square cells 
that are used in chess [4]. We introduce a chessboard-like game board consisting of 
n 2 hexagonal cells called a 'square hive', and a board piece called a 'queen' which 
can execute moves on lines through any of the six sides of a cell on which she is 
placed. Because of the similarity with the hexagonal structure of  honeycombs we call 
the board a beehive or hive. We study various domination parameters of queens on 
such hives. 
2. Definitions of the elements of a hive 
For any positive integer n, a square beehive Bn of order n has n columns, each con- 
sisting of n hexagonal cells which are considered to run from south to north and which 
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can also be numbered as follows. The cell in the lower left-hand comer is numbered 
(1, 1). In general, if a cell has the number (i,j), then its neighbours (where they exist) 
on its northern, northeastern, southeastern, southern, southwestern and northwestern 
boundaries are numbered (i + 2,j),  {i + 1,j + 1), (i - 1,j + 1), (i - 2,j), (i - 1,j - 1) 
and (i + 1,j - 1), respectively. Column c consists of the cells { 1, c), (3, c) . . . . .  (2n -  1, c) 
if c is odd and of the cells (2, c), (4, c) . . . . .  (2n, c) if c is even. We say that cell (r, c) 
is in row r and column c, where row r consists of the cells (r, 1), (r, 3) . . . . .  (r ,2n- 1) 
if r is odd and of the cells (r, 2), (r, 4) . . . . .  (r, 2n) if r is even. 
In Fig. 1 we show BI~. Seven queens are placed on the hive as indicated by the 
large dots. 
Let si denote the diagonal consisting of all cells (r, c) of  Bn such that r + c = i. Such 
a diagonal is called a sum diagonal. Similarly, let dj denote the diagonal consisting of 
all cells (r, c) of B~ such that r -c  = j.  Such a diagonal is called a difference diagonal. 
It could happen that a diagonal consists of only one cell. Three lines intersect each 
cell, being the column and two diagonals through the cell. 
A queen is identified by the cell on which she is placed. A queen covers her own 
cell and all the cells on each of the three lines associated with the cell. Only one queen 
may be placed on a cell. 
A column is empty if there is no queen in that particular column. An empty column 
is covered if each cell in the column is covered by at least one diagonal from queens 
in other columns. 
A placement on a hive is the set of cells which contain queens. Two queens attack 
each other if they are on the same line. A set of queens is independent (or non- 
attacking) if no queen in the set attacks another. 
A particular cell is a private nei#hbour of queen q if that cell is covered only 
by a line from q. A line from a queen is essential if it covers at least one private 
neighbour. A line from a queen is superfluous (or non-essential) if it contains no 
private neighbour. The cell which contains a queen may be her own private neighbour. 
A queen is essential for a covering if she has at least one private neighbour (which 
may be herself). 
3. Definitions of domination parameters 
The lower domination (respectively independence) number 7n (in) is the smallest 
number of  (non-attacking) queens that can be placed on Bn so that each cell is covered. 
The upper domination (respectively independence) number Fn(~n) is the largest number 
of (non-attacking) queens that can be placed on Bn so that each cell is covered and 
all the queens are essential. 
It is easy to check that the placement obtained by placing a queen on each of the 
cells in the bottom and top rows of the square hive is a non-attacking placement which 
covers all the cells of the hive. This placement has one queen in each of the n columns, 
and it is therefore not possible to have a non-attacking placement with more queens. 
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We conclude that fin = n. It is easy to see that 7n ~< in ~< ft, = n ~< F~, which is similar 
to an inequality that was first noted in [3] for chessboards. 
4. Examples of placements 
It is easy to see that 7n = in = 1 for n = 1,2. The placement in Fig. 1 is a non- 
attacking placement of  seven queens which cover the hive Bll. Therefore, 711 ~< ill ~< 7. 
In general, consider the following placements on the hive Bn for different forms of n. 
In each case k is a positive integer. 
(a) If n = 3k, then place a queen in each of the first k positions of  row 4k and in 
each of the first k positions of row 2k + 1. 
(b) If n = 3k + 1, then place a queen in each of the first k + 1 positions of row 
4k + 3 and in each of the first k positions of row 2k + 2. 
(c) I f  n = 3k + 2, then place a queen in each of the first k + 1 positions of  row 
4k + 3 and a queen in each of the first k positions in row 2k + 2. 
Note that the placements (b) and (c) are identical, where the hive in case (b) is 
obtained by removing the rightmost column and the uppermost row from the hive in 
case (c). 
It can be verified that each placement covers  B n. For example, consider the case 
where n = 3k + 2. The queens are in different columns. The queens in row 4k + 3 
(the 'top' row) have the associated ifference diagonals d4k+2,dak . . . . .  d2k+2 and those 
in row 2k + 2 (the 'bottom' row) the associated ifference diagonals d2k, d2k-2 . . . . .  d2. 
These sets of  diagonals do not intersect. It can be shown similarly that the sum diago- 
nals of  the queens in the top and bottom rows do not overlap. Therefore, the placement 
Fig. 1. A placement ofseven queens on BII. 
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is independent. It is easy to verify that all the cells in the empty columns are covered 
by these diagonals. 
It follows from the placements above that (a) y3k~<2k, (b) 73k+1 ~<2k + 1, and 
(c) 73k+2~<2k + 1 or, equivalently, 7,~< L(2n + 1)/3]. In the following section we 
prove that this estimate is sharp. 
5. Lower domination and independence numbers 
We investigate the lower domination and independence numbers for hives in which 
for some e (1 ~<e < n), the e right hand (eastern) columns are empty and each of the 
other columns contains exactly one queen. Such a hive is called a riyht-empty hive. 
A set of  diagonals covers the last e columns of a beehive of  order n (e < n) if each 
cell in the last e columns lies on at least one of the diagonals in the set and each 
diagonal also covers at least one cell which is not in the last e columns. A covering 
set of diagonals for the last e columns is minimal if it contains no proper subset which 
covers those columns. Note that a covering set and therefore also a minimal covering 
set for the last e columns may not exist if e is too large relative to n. 
The lower right-empty domination (respectively independence) number y* (i*) is 
the smallest number of  queens (non-attacking queens) that can be placed on a right- 
empty square hive of  order n such that each cell of the hive is covered by at least one 
queen. 
Lemma 1. Let n >1 3 and 1 <~e < n. Suppose a minimal covering set for the last e 
columns of the hive of order n exists. The minimum cardinality of such a minimal 
covering set is n + e -  1. 
Proof. If e = 1, then n diagonals are required to cover the n cells in column n. 
Suppose e ~>2. Every diagonal in a minimal covering set S for the last e columns 
must also cover at least one cell outside the last e columns. Each of the cells in row 1 
of  the last e columns can therefore only be covered by sum diagonals in S through 
the respective cells. These sum diagonals are all different. Similarly, the cells in row 
2n of the last e columns can only be covered by difference diagonals in S through 
these respective cells. The number of difference and sum diagonals required for these 
purposes is e. Only one cell in column n is covered by these diagonals. Therefore, 
n -  1 additional diagonals are required to cover the remaining cells of  the column n. 
We deduce that at least e ÷ n -  1 diagonals are required in a minimal covering set for 
the last e columns. 
We now provide an algorithm which constructs a minimal covering set De of car- 
dinality n + e - 1 for the last e columns of Bn if such a set exists. Suppose n = 2m 
for a positive integer m. Column n can be covered by the minimal covering set D1 = 
{sn+2i[ 1 <~i <~m} t3 {d2j ] l <~j <~m}. If  D2p-I has been formed for a positive integer 
p, then let D2p = D2p-l U {s,-2p+2}. I f  D2p has been formed for a positive integer 
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p, then let D2p+l = Dzp U {dn+2p}. Similarly, if n = 2m + 1 for a positive integer m, 
then the minimal set D~ = {s2i+21m<~i<~Zm.} U {d2j] 1 <<.j<~m} will cover column n. 
The last two columns will be covered by D2 = D1 U {dn+l}, the last three columns by 
D3 -- D2 U {sn_ l}, and so forth, in a similar way as for even n. 
Note that IDiI = n, and that as De is formed by the algorithm a diagonal is added 
to Di for each of the other e - 1 empty columns. Therefore IDel = n 3. e - 1. It is 
easy to verify that De is a minimal covering set for the last e columns of B,. [] 
Theorem 1. -* [(2n 3- 1)/3j 
Proof. Consider a hive of order n, n~>3. We consider placements of queens in 
which the first 7* columns each contains exactly one queen and the last e = n - 7* 
columns are empty. The nonempty columns are covered by the queens in those 
columns. 
Lemma 1 shows that a minimal covering set for the last e columns of the hive 
contains n + (n -  7* ) -  1 = 2n -7*  - 1 diagonals. Since any queen can provide 
at most two diagonals, we conclude that 27* >~2n-  7* - 1, implying 37* >~2n - 1, 
thus 7* >/L( 2n + 1)/3J. The placements described in Section 4 achieve this lower 
bound. [] 
"* = 2k 3, 1. Corollary 1. For any non-negative integer k, and j = 1 or 2, i3k+j ~13k+j 
Proof. The result is trivially true for k = 0. For positive k it can be verified that the 
constructions (b) and (c) in Section 4 give non-attacking placements for B3k+l and 
B3k+2. Since ?* -< "* "-~ tn in general, the results in the statement of the corollary follow. [] 
Theorem 2. For any positive integer n, in ~<2~n/3J + 1. 
Proof. It is easy to verify the assertion if n ~< 2. Let k be a positive integer. I f  n = 3k+ 1 
or n = 3k + 2, the result follows from Corollary 1. 
The placement (a) for n = 3k in Section 4 is not independent, because the right- 
most queen in the top row and the leftmost queen of the bottom row lie on the same 
diagonal. If the queen in cell (4k,2k) is removed, then the remaining queens are 
non-attacking and there will be two cells which are not covered by the remaining 
queens, namely cells (n,n) and (2n,2k). By placing queens on each of these 
cells, an independent placement of queens is obtained which covers the hive. It 
follows that i3k <~ 2k + 1. [] 
We note that for k = 1,2, 3 and 4 it is possible to find independent placements of 
2k queens which cover B3k by using a pattern which is different from that used in 
Section 4. This is illustrated in Fig. 2 for k = 3. 
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Fig. 2. An independent covering of B9 by six queens. 
6. The upper domination number 
Theorem 3. Fn i> [3n/2J - 2 for  n >>, 2. 
Proof. For 2 ~< n ~< 7 the truth of the assertion can be confirmed with placements which 
are related to those that are described below for n >/8. 
Suppose n ~>8. Place n queens in the first two columns as follows. Place [n/2J 
queens in the first column, the first one in cell (2n - 1, 1) and the others alternately in 
the following cells downwards from the top. Place In/2] queens in the second column, 
the first in cell (2n, 2) of the column and the others altemately in the following cells 
downwards from the top. We shall refer to the queens in the first two columns as the 
'left' queens. Also place an additional Ln/2J -2  queens in row 2n - 1. we  shall refer 
to these additional queens as the 'top' queens. Column three of this row is left empty. 
I f  n is even, a queen is placed in each other cell of  this row. I f  n is odd, suppose n 
is of the form n =- 2m + 1. If  m is odd, then the second last cell of  row 2n - 1 is left 
empty, and if rn is even, then the last cell of  this row is left empty. Fig. 3 shows the 
placement for n = 12. 
We now prove the truth of the assertion for the case when n is even, n/> 8. (When 
n is odd and n = 2m + 1, a similar proof can be given in two cases, depending on 
whether m is odd or even.) 
The sum diagonals through the queens form the set S = {s2i[2 <~i<<.3n/2- 1}. 
The diagonals in S cover the hive except for the cells (1, 1) and (2n, n). The cell 
(1, 1) is covered by the queens in column 1 and the cell (2n, n) by the difference 
diagonal through the top queen in cell (2n -  1, n -  1). Therefore, the entire hive is 
covered. 
We next show that each queen in the placement has a private neighbour. The differ- 
ence diagonals through the left queens form the set DL = {d2+4i [0 <~ i <~ n/2 - 1 } and 
those through the top queens the set DT = {dz,_2i[3<~i<~n/2}. The combined set of 
difference diagonals is D ---- DL U DT. 
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Fig. 3. A maximal dominating placement of queens on B12. 
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The top queens in column 7, and in each fourth succeeding column (if any) 
are placed in cells (2n-1,7) ,  (2n-1,11),  (2n-1,15)  .... and therefore lie on 
the difference diagonals d2n-8,d2n-12,d2n-16 .... which are not members of DL. 
The sum diagonals and columns through the same queens contain no other 
queens. Therefore, the top queens in the cells mentioned above are their own private 
neighbours. 
The sum diagonals through the remaining top queens, in cell (2n -  1,5) and (if 
any) in cells (2n -  1,9), (2n -  1,13) .. . . .  respectively, cover the following cells in 
column n : (n + 4,n), (n + 8,n), (n + 12,n) .... The difference diagonals through the 
latter cells are d4,ds, d12,..., which are not members of DL. Column n contains no 
queen. Therefore, the above-mentioned cells in column n are private neighbours of the 
remaining top queens mentioned above. 
The sum diagonal S2n+2 through queen J in cell (2n, 2) covers the cell K in position 
(2n-  1,3). K's column is empty. K lies on the difference diagonal d2n-4, which is 
not a member of D. Therefore, K is a private neighbour of J. 
The queen I in cell (3, 1) lies on the sum diagonal s4 and covers the cell J in 
position (1,3). There is no queen in J 's  column. J lies on the difference diagonal d-2, 
which is not a member of D. Therefore, J is a private neighbour of I. 
It is easy to verify that the left queens in cells (4, 2), (7, 1), (8, 2), (11, 1, ), (12, 2) . . . . .  
(n,2), (n + 3, 1), (n + 4,2) . . . . .  (2n - 1, 1) are on different sum diagonals and in se- 
quence have as private neighbours (possibly amongst others) the cells (2,4),(2,6), 
(2, 8), (2, 10), (2, 12) . . . . .  (2, n), (4, n), (6, n) .... , (n, n), respectively. 
Since each queen has its own private neighbour, we conclude that 
F~> [3n/2] - 2. [] 
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7. The diagonal domination number 
The diagonal dom&ation number diag(n) [2] is the minimum number of queens 
which can be placed on the main diagonal do in such a way that they completely 
cover a hive of order n. If all the queens are on the main diagonal, then do is the 
only difference diagonal which is covered by them. The maximum subscript of a sum 
diagonal through a cell on the main diagonal is 2n for the cell (n, n). We shall assume 
that n > 1. 
Suppose cell (r, r) is empty, 1 < r ~< n. Consider cell (2n - 1, r) (respectively (2n, r)) 
if r is odd (even). The sum diagonal through this cell is S2n+r-l (Szn+r). Since r > 1, 
the diagonal is not covered by a queen on the main diagonal. Therefore, the cell cannot 
be covered if cell (r, r) is empty. 
Next consider a placement of queens on each cell of the main diagonal, except 
cell (1, 1). It is easy to verify that this placement covers the hive. We conclude that 
the placement as described above is a minimal covering diagonal placement and that 
therefore the following theorem holds. 
Theorem 4. diag(n)= n -  1 if n > 1. 
8. Hives of other shapes 
Hexagonal cells can be used to construct hives of various shapes. For example, hives 
with hexagonal shapes are investigated in [6]. 
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